
Quick Start Guide
BLRT - Manual Mode

The BLRT from MK Test Systems can be used to manually measure Loop and Joint Resistances or to make 
low resistance DC bonding measurements.  It can also be used for fully automated guidance of these tests 
including user instructions and automated data collection.  This Quick Start Guide is focused on the use of the 
tool in manual mode.

In the box

Operation

Launch Windows and BLRT Software
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A. BLRT main unit
B. MK52 Clamp Cable
C. Joint Probe Cables
D. Bond Probe Cables
E. Batteries (2) - installed in the main unit
F. Adapter cable - Ethernet, RS232, USB
G. Battery Charger with PSU and mains cable
H. Wireless Keyboard

(Items E through F are not pictured)

1. Insert two charged batteries into the battery compartment located on the 
left side of the BLRT.

2. Press and momentarily hold the POWER ON button in the upper right of 
the display area. The blue LED will illuminate and the system will begin to 
boot the onboard computer.  Allow Windows to launch.

3. Use either the included wireless keyboard or the touch screen to select 
the MK icon from the task bar at the bottom of the display or use the start 
menu to find and launch MK BLRT Runner.

4. The BLRT software will launch.  The first launch of a particular Windows 
session of the BLRT software can take up to one minute. 

5. The BLRT login screen will be displayed.
6. Enter user: operator      password:  Mktest21013



The software will launch into the HOME view.  Notice two buttons on 
the top of the display ... Home and Manual Mode
- Select Manual Mode

Insert the MK52 clamp cable and joint 
cable as shown.  Connectors have a 
red alignment dot - which must be 
oriented at 12:00

Insert the individual bond probes cables. They are color coded red/
white to correlate to the colors on the BLRT connection points.

Exit the BLRT software by selecting Logoff in the upper right corner.  The press Exit in the original 
login screen which is displayed.  Exit Windows using the start menu options.  The system will then 
power down.

Enter the appropriate value for current based on your measurement 
specification.  Values from 10mA to 10,000mA are possible.

Press the Start button.  The green LEDs will flash and “Waiting for 
Probe Contact” will be displayed.  Probe the test points and hold until a 
measurement is achieved.  Remove the probes.  The BLRT displays the 
measured value and is immediately ready for the next measurement.

Touch the Bond Manual button to select Bond measurement mode.

Select Loop/Joint Manual 
Loop measurements may be made independent of Joint measurements 
by touching the Start button in the Loop window or the green button on 
the MK52 cable.  Loop measurements will continue until you touch Stop.

Joint measurements require an established loop, which the BLRT achieves 
automatically when in joint mode.  To take a joint measurement, apply 
the clamps to the wire harness and press Start in the Joint window.  The 
BLRT will automatically make a loop measurement and the green LEDs on 
the joint probes will blink green, indicating readiness for measurement.  
Touch the probe tips to the joints being tested.  The LEDs will turn amber 
during the measurement and then solid green when the measurement 
value is established.

Additional measurements may be made by moving the probes to 
other touch points.  Touch Stop when measurements are complete.

Make Measurements

Loop and Joint Measurements

Bond Measurements

Shutting down the system

Hint: Touch the light button on the right 
of the measurement screen to turn on 
the probe headlights


